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GENERAL COMMENTS Abstract is well written and with the key information for the readers. 
It is confirmed that the basic knowledge among referring physicians 
on patient radiation doses derived from different radiological 
procedures, is quite poor.  
Authors conclude that as a result of the survey, a system to provide 
radiation exposure history of the patients would improve the good 
medical practice helping in the justification of medical exposures. It 
is also relevant that only one third of the respondents have a basic 
knowledge on radiation units.  
The main text is easy to read and contains all the information 
presented in the logic way. The statistical analysis seems well done 
(but this referee is not expert is statistics).  
A detail that should be highlighted when the participation of 28 
countries is referred, is that in many countries, only a few 
responders were involved (sometimes, only a single person). In 
others (as the Czech Republic) the participation was really relevant 
(with a 37% of all the answers).  
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GENERAL COMMENTS General remarks  
This manuscript presents the results of a questionnaire (728 
responses from referring physicians). The 22 questions were 
combined of multiple-choice and open-to- participants to provide free 
text. The design of this study is flawless and the results are 
meaningful. This study reconfirms that referring physicians are 
uninformed about radiation dose from medical exposures. Table 1 
demonstrates that the correct answer for B2 is 13.6%, which means, 
the results are similar to rolling dice with 5/10/50/100/500/1000 on 
the 6 sides. This study also adds new information related to patient 
radiation history and the importance of tracking radiation exposure of 
patients.  
 
Specific remarks  
1. How were the referring physicians participating in this study 
selected by the counterparts or medical physicists/radiologists?  
2. Were survey participants asked to complete part B of the 
questionnaire without consultation? Please provide this information 
in the manuscript.  
3. The authors could include pie charts or graphs in their work to 
illustrate the survey results. 
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Abstract is well written and with the key information for the readers. It is confirmed that the basic 

knowledge among referring physicians on patient radiation doses derived from different radiological 

procedures, is quite poor.  

Authors conclude that as a result of the survey, a system to provide radiation exposure history of the 

patients would improve the good medical practice helping in the justification of medical exposures. It 

is also relevant that only one third of the respondents have a basic knowledge on radiation units.  

The main text is easy to read and contains all the information presented in the logic way. The 

statistical analysis seems well done (but this referee is not expert is statistics).  

 

Comment 1: A detail that should be highlighted when the participation of 28 countries is referred, is 

that in many countries, only a few responders were involved (sometimes, only a single person). In 

others (as the Czech Republic) the participation was really relevant (with a 37% of all the answers).  

Answer: Thanks for this note. Yes, the limitation of smaller number of respondents from some 

countries is well perceived and it has been discussed in limitation in discussion. The following text 

was added at the end of the third paragraph of the discussion: “Although the participants from certain 

countries were many (i.e. Czech Republic) for other countries there was only limited participation. 

This fact could be attributed to differences in the social and professional networks of the professionals 

who were directly mobilized by the authors.”  
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Reviewer: John Damilakis  

Chairman and Assoc. Professor  

Dept. of Medical Physics  

Faculty of Medicine  

University of Crete  

Iraklion, Crete, Greece  

 

I have no competing interests that might have influenced my review.  

 

General remarks  

 

This manuscript presents the results of a questionnaire (728 responses from referring physicians). 

The 22 questions were combined of multiple-choice and open-to- participants to provide free text. The 

design of this study is flawless and the results are meaningful. This study reconfirms that referring 

physicians are uninformed about radiation dose from medical exposures. Table 1 demonstrates that 

the correct answer for B2 is 13.6%, which means, the results are similar to rolling dice with 

5/10/50/100/500/1000 on the 6 sides. This study also adds new information related to patient radiation 

history and the importance of tracking radiation exposure of patients.  

 

Specific remarks  

 

Remark 1: How were the referring physicians participating in this study selected by the counterparts 

or medical physicists/radiologists?  

 

Answer: The selection criterion which was proposed by the authors was to contact physicians of any 

specialty and subspecialty who were entitled to refer patient for radiological procedures.  

The following text was added after sentence: “Counterparts were asked to forward the request to 

referring physicians in their country.”: There was no restriction regarding who the questionnaire would 

be forwarded to. The only request was that it should be sent to physicians who refer patient for 

radiological examinations excluding physicians directly associated with radiological examinations 

such as radiologists.”  

 

Remark 2: Were survey participants asked to complete part B of the questionnaire without 

consultation? Please provide this information in the manuscript.  

 

Answer: No. They were left with their own discretion whether they would consult any source. This is 

an important point and the following sentence was added at the end of the ”Survey administration” 

subsection: “The participants completed this questionnaire online and no restriction was imposed in 

terms of consultation with other colleagues or looking up literature.”  

 

Remark 3: The authors could include pie charts or graphs in their work to illustrate the survey results.  

 

Answer: Agreeing with the reviewers suggestion the authors have added pie graphs showing the 

demographics details of survey participants. 
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